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ABSTRACT: Power load constantly increases when Chinese national economy develops in a rapid way, which leads to the
enhancement of power grid construction. However, the construction is facing various problems, such as financial risks that
must be paid attention to in engineering financial management. This paper defines financial risk in power grid engineering
to integrate asset value management into risk control with the combination of financial management of power grid engineering
and objectives of risk control. Finally risk control frame is established based on asset value management of project items.
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1. Introduction

The establishments of SG186 and SG-ERP were launched by National Electric Net Ltd. in succession comprehensively in 2008,
resulting in full improvement of financial information. However, because the information system of engineering finance is
professional and sophisticated, the present system remains to face not a few problems needing urgent solutions. For example,
businesses of relative control systems of engineering finance can not be effectively integrated since the data gaps among those
systems cause the bottleneck of business management. Besides, present ERP control system is designed with functional
deficits of engineering financial management, which makes relative management functions can not be satisfied effectively in a
long term. Huo Chengzhong from Xiamen University put forward J2EE information technology for the design and realization [4]
of an engineering financial control system of a power grid company. Based on advanced information management technology
like LDAP, Huo integrated and merged SAP, financial control and construction control in an effective way through information
modeling technology. Finally a complete management system of engineering financial information was founded; with the
realization of closed loop management of engineering finance, the management issues troubling the company for a long time had
been certainly solved. In the research of financial control of power enterprise [5], Kong Xiangrui came upon the purpose of
timely and accurate analysis of business information.
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Besides, along with basic units of national grid, Kong positively investigated and explored the whole process management of
national power grid engineering, practically concluding the construction of engineering financial control of power companies
and how to realize the construction. Yang Jianhong introduced and analyzed in details about major risks of enterprise financial
information in the discussion concerning information construction of enterprise finances with risk control theory. In addition,
she proposed solutions and ideas focusing on how to push information construction of enterprise finances moving forward;
and concluded that it was more practical to construct enterprise financial information with risk control theory.

2. Asset Value Management of Power Grid Engineering Projects

Asset value management of power engineering projects is on the basis of value management, an enterprise management
according to values. In fact, value management is a comprehensive model based on value evaluation and the purpose of value
growth. Under this condition, the creation of engineering projects’ value management is guided by values and aims to realize
interests of relative project stakeholders. With working processing and methods of value management, it will keep least expenses
during the conduction of engineering project that containing planning, design, construction, operation and even scrap removal.
Furthermore, value management avoids wastes on the premise of function fulfillment, to reach the highest level of interest
relative satisfaction.

In the view of power grid engineering construction owners, asset value management of power grid engineering means that the
construction starts from investment program and ends with post-engineering evaluation. In the whole process, the construction
is carried out with the satisfaction of design standards and operation demands, but the capital input is gradually reduced in a
reasonable way.

3. The Correlation Between Financial Risk Control And Asset Value Management In Power Grid Engineering

As a part of engineering project management, financial risk control of power grid engineering should aim to achieve the purpose
of engineering project management, namely improving asset values. To be specific, the asset value of power grid engineering
project is the greatest cost-saving if design standards and operation demands are satisfied [2]. Analyzed from the view of
function orientation, financial risk control is rooted in capital inputs control [3].

3.1 Financial management of power grid engineering and its objectives in the view of asset value management
Financial management of power grid engineering organizes monitors and regulates constructional capitals and deals with
various relations. What shown in table 1 is the correlation among construction stage, financial management and financial
objectives?

Figure 1. Objectives of financial risk control in different stages of power grid engineering

Having carded the whole process of financial management of power grid engineering, details of financial management objec-
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tives can be divided into several parts: 1. Reasonable evaluation of financial works in early stage and scientific estimation of
construction cost; 2. Budget auditing of construction drawing and scientific establishment of financial estimation of engineering
construction cost; 3. Financial management enhancement of invite bids and cost control of engineering construction; 4.
Contract auditing to ensure the compliance of contract items; 5. Legal and reasonable fund procurement in time to guarantee
fund demands; 6. Legal and reasonable use and monitoring of construction funds; 7. Balance account of engineering cost and
construction cost control; 8. Final account of construction project and affirmation of engineering asset values.

3.2 Definition of financial risk of power grid engineering in the view of asset value management
Taking engineering asset value as the criteria, and based on the objectives of financial management of power grid engineering,
financial risk of power grid engineering is defined as uncertainties of power grid construction. Those uncertainties have great
impact on financial management, such as investment decision, funds control, cost control, financial auditing and final account.
That does harm to the formation of asset values because design standards and operations can not be satisfied with the lowest
costs. According to financial management objectives of power grid engineering, financial risk concludes six risks, namely
investment decision, construction cost estimation, funds management, cost control, accounting information and value affirmation.

To be explained in details, investment decision risk results from the absence of scientific and economical demonstration of
investment decision, which makes power grid operation, can not be satisfied with power grid engineering assets. Besides,
economical benefits of power grid investment are unlikely to be realized. Construction cost estimation risk refers to the unscientific
engineering design that deviating cost estimation from the real cost of engineering construction, causing the engineering
completed without guaranteed quality. Funds management risk consists of funds raising risk and funds utilization risk. The
former one means that the possibility of timely and enough funds raising with low cost can not be realized; while the later refers
to the utilization and regulation of funds in a unsafe, unreasonable and unscientific way, which reduces the efficiency of funds
utilization. As for cost control risk, it occurs because of the irregular fluctuated prices of engineering factors, like supply,
equipment and human resource. That is likely to make engineering costs exceed the estimation for the increased expense of
construction and construction materials. When it comes to accounting information risk, the reason is insufficient information or
insufficient communications between business department and financial department. If costs are affirmed, counted and calculated,
it is possible that the process is illegal, irregular and behind time. For value affirmation risk, the reason is probably the inexact
control of funds transformation in the stage of final acceptance, balance account and final account. Because of that, engineering
assets may be not delivered completely and timely, and can not be estimated in an accurate way.

4. Control Concept of Financial Risk of Power Grid Engineering Based On Asset Value Management

Under the control of financial risk based on asset values of power grid engineering, the creation and enhancement of power grid
engineering values are the purposes of financial risk control which supports value management of power grid engineering. In

Figure 2. Financial risk control of power grid engineering based on asset value management
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different stages, various functions of financial management are played in engineering value realization, which differs the objects
of financial risk control. So in early stage of engineering, in order to achieve value management objectives, engineering value
planning is necessary to ensure that investment decisions and construction costs are scientific and economical. But once the
construction starts, construction costs is set to make funds utilization practical, control engineering costs and manage funds
with high efficiency and security. When engineering completes, accounting information of assets needs to be authenticated
with the affirmation of asset values, and really delivered assets should be proved authentic and timely. Figure 2 performs the
asset value formation of power grid engineering and the financial risk control.

Emerging value management into financial risk control is the nature of financial risk control of power grid engineering based on
asset value management whose ideas can be concluded as follows. First, the consistency of financial risk control and asset
value management is guaranteed by the final goal of financial risk control, namely asset value improvement of power grid
engineering. Second, risk is identified according to the asset value damage of power grid engineering, based on which financial
risks caused by other business management issues of power grid engineering can be confirmed. Third, risk importance evaluation
is carried out on the basis of damage degrees to decide core risks. Fourth, damage reduction of asset values is regarded as the
principle for strategy decision of risk handing, so that overall benefits of financial risk control can be improved.

5. Conclusion

Power grid engineering construction concerns national interests, livelihood of the people and energy safety. With the continuous
expansion of power grid engineering construction and the change of market circumstances, finance of power grid engineering
infrastructure is facing more and more risks including more frequent financial risks. Based on existing theories of engineering
risk control, this paper combines value management with risk control to create a new control concept. In this concept, guided by
asset value management, the control takes regular operation as the principle, and aims to create asset values. But the ultimate
purpose in the concept is to realize cooperative supervision of multi-department over core risks of power grid engineering
finance. Practically speaking, financial risk control of power grid engineering is established as a system and got advanced based
on asset value management.
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